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Saint Clair Publications, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Many great and horrible things
are blamed (or credited) to the Knights Templar, but the reality is, these men of old were credited
with the work actually performed by the Silent Hand of God. These nobles were once part of the
Great Order, but knew the task of guiding the world away from the influence of the Church was the
highest calling a man could undertake. Sir Knights Asher Greyson, Lucian Poltare, and Anton
Brookes, were the true molders of destiny and the only ones who knew the secrets the Church
would kill to protect. They were the Inner Circle; they were the Silent Hand of God - not the
Templars, Freemasons, or the Church. Discover the truth leading up to the conspiracy that was the
foundation for the great Howard Pyle s Men of Iron. Author Kent Hesselbein has always been
influenced by the tales of chivalry and noble acts outlined by this great classic author. While Pyle s
tales were written for a younger audience, this series is a dark homage to his work.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard-- Claud Bernhard

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum
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